[Surgical management of trauma: from the "golden hour" to the "Golden Day"].
The treatment of the "trauma" has individualized objective therapeutic to reach in the first phase of clinical management defined by Mattox in the concept of the Golden Hour, that consist to transport the patient to the fittest hospital and to recognize and to treat the priorities "ABCDE", identifies in ATLS Guideline. The evolution of the organization for the treatment of the trauma has developed the concept of Trauma System to whose apex there are of the structures devoted define Trauma Center, with specificity of structures and functions, personal devoted fully grown with a specific run. In the Trauma Center is possible to get a therapeutic planning according to the priorities of the case in few times so that to not only achieve the objective to treat in emergency the vital lesions, but to do the necessary treatments precociously to prevent the compliances of the patient, that is checked in environment then multidisciplinary intensive care. This systematic treatment by objective it allows to identify some Guideline of surgical treatment for priority in once defined Golden Day.